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naturall things. And to show that he was not alone in appreciating his
friend's charms, Aubrey mentions that Oliver Protector, hawking at
Hownslowe-heath, discoursing with him, fell in love with his company, and
commanded him to mare his sword, and to meete him a Hawking, which made
the strict Cavaliers look on him with an evill eye.
Our Sport was very good, and in a JLomantick countrey, Aubrey continues,
sc. the Prospects noble and vast, the Downes stock t with numerous Flocks
of Sheep, the Turfe rich and fragrant with Thyme and Burnet. Nor are the
Nut-brown Shepherdesses without their graces. But the flight of the Falcon
was but a parenthesis to the Colonell's facetious discourse, who was tarn Marti
quam Mercurio ; and the Muses did accompany him with his Hawkes and
Spanniels, Unfortunately Aubrey was so entertained by his friend's
conversation that he never committed his arguments to paper, and so
Inigo Jones went unrefuted.
Undaunted by his failure even to complete a pamphlet, Aubrey
at once embarked on a much more elaborate task. I am the first that
ever made an Essay of this Kind for Wiltshire (and for ought I know in the
Nation) having begun it in Ano 1656, he said, and the work he was plan-
ning was indeed new. He had undertaken to write The Naturall
Historic of Wiltshire, and although it was never published, he did in
fact bring it nearer to completion than any of his other books.
The mere chapter headings show the vast scope of the work,
for they range from Air, Springs Medicinall) Rivers, Earths, Mineralls}
Stones, Plantes, Beastes, Fishes, Birds, Insects and Reptiles, Men and Women)
to Things Praeternatural, e.g. Witchcraft, Phantomes, &c., and the Number
of Attornies every 30 jeares since H. viii. And there are numerous
diversions into subjects like The History of Cloathing and Cloathiers of
Wilts, Faires and Markets: Their EJse and Decay, and Of the Grandure of
he Herberts, Earles of Pembroke.
In this book, Aubrey put forward many new theories, some
absurd, some endorsed by time. If you let fall a stone into the water,
he said, immediately it makes a little Circle, then another bigger without that>
and so forth, till it touches at the 'Rank, and then it recoiles in a little Circle,
which generates other bigger Circles ; so sounds move by Sphaeres, in the same
manner, which though obvious enough, I doe not remember to have seen in any
l&ooke ; and this observation he counterbalanced by suggesting that
it rains more often when the moon is full because her Vicinity to the
Earth gradually depresseth our amosphere. This last idea is typical of the
seventeenth century for, intoxicated by the possibilities of the
scientific method, men were apt to put far more faith in it than it
warranted. Aubrey measured the height of Salisbury spire by baro-
metric pressure, for instance, and got the result to the nearest inch,
and he says to find the Proportion of the Downes of this Countrey to the
Vales, I did divide Speeds Mappe of Wiltshire with apaire of Cigars, accord-
ing to the respective Hundreds of Downes and Vale : And I weighed them in a
Curious Ballance of a Goldsmith.
On the whole, however, his observations were accurate and bis
deductions good. He noticed that the ground rose with age and also
that the Roman remains at Silchester, though they were deep under-
ground, were visible from a height, in the grass. Aubrey was the
ust archeologist that England had produced, and he devoted himself
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